The spatiotemporal propagation of a momentum excitation on the finite Fermi-Pasta-Ulam lattices is investigated. The competition between the solitary wave and phonons gives rise to interesting propagation behaviors. For a moderate nonlinearity, the initially excited pulse may propagate coherently along the lattice for a long time in a solitary wave manner accompanied by phonon tails. The lifetime of the long-transient propagation state exhibits a sensitivity to the nonlinear parameter. The solitary wave decays exponentially during the final loss of stability, and the decay rate varying with the nonlinear parameter exhibits two different scaling laws. This decay is found to be related to the largest Lyapunov exponent of the corresponding Hamiltonian system, which manifests a transition from weak to strong chaos. The mean-free-path of the solitary waves is estimated in the strong chaos regime, which may be helpful to understand the origin of anomalous conductivity in the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam lattice.
I. INTRODUCTION
The study of transport process of matter and energy is of fundamental importance in understanding numerous nonequilibrium phenomena occuring in nature. Heat conduction is one of the most important manners of energy transport. Recently, heat conduction in low-dimensional materials has attracted much attention among physicists for the reason that classical onedimensional lattices frequently exhibit anomalous heat conduction behavior, i.e., the thermal conductivity depends crucially on the size of the material [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . This arouse a tide of interest in the microscopic foundation of normal heat conduction, and a number of viewpoints on the relation between heat conduction and dynamical properties have been proposed, such as chaos, mixing, energy diffusion, and so on.
The manipulation of heat flow is an important and practical issue, which has been developed rapidly in recent years [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Thermal rectifier had been experimentally realized in nanoscale systems [12, 13] . By periodically modulating thermal baths, heat flow can even be created and controlled at strict zero thermal bias [14] . A relevant problem is the competition between time scale of the manipulation of the thermal bath and the relaxation time scale of the heat flow along the lattice. Therefore it is important to study the propagation process of energy in nonlinear low-dimensional systems from the microscopic point of view.
In studies of heat conductions of nonlinear lattices, the thermal baths usually contact with the system by coupling the particles at two ends. The influence of the thermal bath on the lattice can be considered as a series of stochastic perturbations. These perturbations start from the ends of the lattice and propagate along the lat- * zgzheng@bnu.edu.cn tice with a finite speed. It is a significant topic to study the propagation dynamics and dispersion behaviors of energy pulses on the lattice. Therefore, we may explore the evolution behavior of a single pulse excited at one end of the lattice as the first step. This may give us a more profound microscopic understanding of the transfer process of heat on low-dimensional nonlinear lattices. In this aspect, energy propagation for an excitation of a single particle on infinite nonlinear lattices has been discussed [15] [16] [17] . Practically, systems have finite sizes, and the propagation of energy on materials usually possesses a finite time scale. Therefore, the influence of finite length of low-dimensional materials should be taken into account.
In the present paper, we investigate the propagation behavior of an energy pulse initially excited at one end of a finite Fermi-Pasta-Ulam β (FPU-β) lattice. The initially excited pulse may propagate along the lattice in a solitary wave manner accompanied by phonon tails. For a moderate nonlinearity, the solitary wave can propagate coherently for a long time before its collapse, which is called the long-transient propagation state. The lifetime of the long-transient propagation state displays a sensitive dependence on the nonlinear parameter β. The energy of the solitary wave decreases exponentially during the collapse process, which is irrelevant to the boundary conditions. The decay rate against β exhibits two different scaling laws which is found to be related to the largest Lyapunov exponent of the corresponding Hamiltonian system. The multiple-peak structure of the lifetime of the long-transient propagation state on β is understood by the residual high-dimensional KolmogorovArnold-Morse (KAM) tori of the Hamiltonian lattice system in the parameter regime of β with moderate stochasticity. Our results presented in this paper may be helpful to understand miscellaneous recently studied macroscopic heat phenomena based on microscopic energy wave properties on the nonlinear lattices.
II. THE FERMI-PASTA-ULAM MODEL
The famous FPU model was initially introduced by Fermi, Pasta, and Ulam to investigate the energy equipartition problem and the ergodic hypothesis in nonlinear systems [18] . The attempt to resolve the mystery of the FPU recurrence has led to the discovery of solitons [19] . Later tremendous progresses on FPU model have been extended to studies on intrinsic localized modes in perfect lattices, Bose-Einstein condensates, stochastic resonance, and so on [20] [21] [22] [23] . Recently the FPU lattice was studied in relating to heat conductions in low-dimensional systems [24] [25] [26] [27] . In this paper we adopt the FPU-β model as our prototype to study the energy transport on nonlinear lattices. The Hamiltonian of the FPU-β lattice consisting of N particles with open boundary condition can be written as
where p i and q i denote the momentum and the displacement from the equilibrium position of the i-th particle, respectively. The local energy of the i-th particle can be defined as
. In the absence of the quartic term, i.e., β = 0, the above Hamiltonian reduces to a one-dimensional harmonic chain, which is integrable and can be analytically solved. The presence of the anharmonic terms breaks the integrability and brings forth the intermingling of regular and chaotic motions in phase space [28] .
To explore the evolution behavior of a single pulse excited at one end of the lattice, we may impart an initial momentum excitation to the first particle of an initially quiescent lattice. In our numerical simulation, we adopt the fourth-order symplectic method in order to solve the dynamics of the FPU lattice as a Hamilton dynamical system. We further fix the harmonic coefficient k = 0.5, particles of the lattice N = 50 and energy of the initial excitation E = 50 (this also gives the total energy of the lattice) throughout the simulation.
III. THE LONG TRANSIENT PROPAGATION
Here we are concerned with the destiny of an initial pulse on a lattice with finite size. For a weak nonlinearity β, the dispersion effect dominates this weakly nonlinear system and leads to the rapid collapsing of the initial local excitation, as shown in Fig. 1 (a) for β = 0.001. When we increase β, the initial excitation may excite a solitary wave. This is shown in Figs. 1(c) for β = 0.05 and 1(e) for β = 0.4. These are consistent with previous works [29] [30] [31] [32] . The solitary wave will propagate with no decay if the lattice is extended to infinity. However, with finite lattice, one finds two distinctively different stages as depicted in Figs. 1(d) and 1(f). In the first stage, the energy pulse initiated at the first particle can be coherently transferred to its neighboring and other particles, and this pulse forms a solitary wave along the lattice. The propagation of the solitary wave keeps stable for a long time. The second stage comes when the solitary wave loses its stability and collapses in a rather short duration, and the energy of the solitary wave is distributed to all particles in the lattice. This behavior is very interesting, indicating that the solitary wave can dominate by suppressing the phonon waves for a long time.
The lifetime τ of the solitary wave (the long-transient propagation state) as the function of the anharmonic parameter β for the case of open boundary condition is shown in Fig. 2(a) . The value of τ is sensitive to β, especially for β ∈ (0.05, 0.2) where a hierarchical multiplepeak structure is found. By adopting the method proposed in ref. [33] , the fractal dimension of this hierarchical structure can be estimated as follows. The lifetime τ is re-scaled and a center point on the image is picked at random, and then a series of nested circles of different sizes are placed around it and the number of points (lifetime data for β) in each circle counted. The number of points M in a circle with a radius r satisfies as M ∝ r D , where D is the dimension of the measured object. We numerically get the fractal dimension to be D ≈ 1.66. This result implies the complex dynamical stability of the transient propagation by varying the nonlinear parameter. As will be shown below, this property indicates a connection between the stability of solitary wave and the structure of the phase space of the Hamiltonian lattice system. 
IV. PHONON-SOLITON INTERACTION
It is important to study the competition of various propagation modes (waves) on the lattice to understand the above results. A sufficiently large momentum excitation initially imposed on the first particle excites not only a solitary wave, but also a small-amplitude tail. The solitary wave moves along the lattice much faster than the phonon-wave tail, which disperses due to the dispersion property of the phonon modes. Moreover, the reflections of the solitary wave at both ends of the lattice can also excite additional small-amplitude tails for the case of open boundary condition. In Figs. 3(a) , (c) and (e), the snapshots of propagations of the energy waves along the lattice for the open boundary condition case are plotted for different moments. It is clear that the solitary wave moves with a hierarchy of lower pulses that move slower, and the heights of these small pulses decrease during their motion along the lattice. As the solitary wave moves to the boundary, it will be bounced back with a radiation of additional phonon waves [ Fig. 3(e) ]. The multiple collisions between the solitary wave and phonon waves give rise to the instability of the solitary wave and its collapse.
This phonon-soliton-interaction mechanism is also valid for other types of boundary conditions, e.g., the periodic boundary condition. Technically a single solitary wave can be produced by initially exciting an energy pulse at one end of an open chain and then connecting both ends when the solitary wave arrives at the middle of the lattice. Different from the open boundary condition case, for the periodic boundary condition, there is no reflection of the solitary wave at the boundary. Therefore the solitary wave moves unidirectionally, and only the phonon-wave tail due to the initial excitation can be found, as shown in Figs. 3 (b) , (d) and (f). Due to the lack of additional excitations of phonons at the boundary, the lifetime of the solitary wave moving on a circular topology of the lattice should be much longer than that on an open lattice, as shown in Fig. 2(b) . However, because the solitary wave moves faster than its initial phonon tail, they will frequently collide when they meet. This interaction will eventually lead to the collapse of the solitary wave.
V. DECAY PROCESS OF THE SOLITARY WAVE
By resorting to the evolution of the energy of the smallamplitude tails, we now focus on the collapse process of the solitary wave due to the interaction with phonons mentioned above. For the lattice system we are studying here, the energy of the tails is defined as the residual energy of the solitary wave. Due to the spatial localization of the solitary wave, one can write the tail energy as
where E is the total energy of the system, E i is the local energy of the i-th particle, i c (t) is the center position of the solitary wave at time t, and i n denotes the number of the left/right neighboring particles of the center particle of the solitary wave packet. Numerically i n = 2 is enough due to the energy localization of the solitary wave. The increase of E tails corresponds to the dissipation of the solitary wave energy considering that the total energy of the system is conserved. We present the evolution of E tails for several typical values of β in Figs. 4(a)-(h) . Although the lifetime of the solitary wave varies for different boundary conditions and different β, the collapse process of the solitary wave exhibits the same scenario, i.e., the energy of the solitary wave decays exponentially during the final loss of stability. We label the exponential decay rate by γ. In Fig. 4(i) , the decay rate γ against β is given for both open and periodic boundary conditions. The consistency of different types of boundary conditions indicates that the final loss of stability of the solitary wave is irrelevant to the boundary conditions.
In Fig. 5 , the decay rate γ is computed numerically in a larger scale of the nonlinear parameter β for the case of open boundary condition. It can be seen that γ against β displays two different scaling laws γ ∝ β κ . For lower values of β, the scaling exponent κ ≈ 2/3. For larger nonlinear parameter β, κ ≈ 1/4. It is instructive to note that a similar result was obtained in studies of the nonlinear Hamiltonian dynamics of the FPU-β lattice [34] . It was found that the largest Lyapunov exponent λ of the system varying with the energy density ǫ = E/N exhibits a crossover between two scaling laws: λ ∝ ǫ 2 at low-energy density, and λ ∝ ǫ 2/3 at larger ǫ values, reaching on an asymptotic value at large energy of λ ∝ ǫ 1/4 . One should note that changing the nonlinear parameter β is equivalent to changing the energy density ǫ [2] .
We can analytically estimate the largest Lyapunov exponent λ of the corresponding Hamiltonian system as a function of β following the theoretical approach of Riemannian differential geometry of Newtonian dynamics [35, 36] . In the geometric approach to Hamiltonian chaos, the dynamics described by the equations of motion is equivalent to a geodesic flow on a Riemannian manifold. Dynamical instability (chaos) is related to curvature fluctuations of the manifolds and is described by means of the Jacobi-Levi-Civita equation for geodesic spread. The analytic formula for λ is
where Ω 0 and σ Ω corresponds to the average Ricci curvature and its fluctuation, respectively. For our Hamiltonian (1), the explicit expression for the Ricci curvature k R is
where k and β correspond to the harmonic and anharmonic coefficients in the Hamiltonian of the FPU-β lattice, respectively. Then the expressions for Ω 0 and σ Ω can be derived as
where D x are parabolic cylinder functions. The results are expressed in terms of the parameter θ = k Θ/2β, where Θ is the inverse temperature introduced by the Gibbsian weight e −ΘH . The additional term F (θ) is
where the derivative part is
and the specific heat per particle c V is found to be
(11) Substituting Eqs. (7) and (8) into Eq. (3) yields an analytic expression of λ for the FPU-β model (1), valid in the thermodynamic limit N → ∞. A relation between the nonlinear parameter β and the parameter θ
allows one to obtain λ as a function of β. We present λ against β in Fig. 5 . It is clear that the rescaled decay rate γ L = Lγ agree with the analytic computation of the largest Lyapunov exponent, where the scaling constant L = 50 in Fig. 5 . The crossover of the largest Lyapunov exponent indicates the existence of a threshold corresponding to the transition from weak chaos to strong chaos. In the weak chaos regime (β → 0), the harmonic coupling plays the dominant role and leads to phonons and their interactions.
In the transition regime, a moderate nonlinearity allows the emergence of solitary waves. The phase space of the Hamiltonian system is composed of chaotic trajectories intermingled with KAM tori. The multiple-peak structure of the lifetime of the solitary wave observed in Fig. 2 is found in this transition regime and can be explained by the transiently quasi-regular motions in phase space induced by moderate stochasticity, where KAM invariant tori are dominant. The long-transient solitary wave states dynamically correspond to these KAM tori, and the lifetime of the solitary wave actually implies the relative stability of the corresponding KAM torus. These results may provide useful hints in understanding the stability of KAM tori in high-dimensional Hamiltonian systems.
In the strong chaos regime, the nonlinear coupling plays the main role and leads to the dominance of solitary waves. We discuss below the relation between the macroscopic heat phenomena on low-dimensional nonlinear lattices and our microscopic results, which is the initial motivation of our present work.
The anomalous thermal conductivity of lowdimensional nonlinear lattices is not completely well theoretically understood now. Based on the effective phonon theory and a conjecture that the mean-free-path of the effective phonons is inversely proportional to the dimensionless nonlinearity ξ as a ratio between the average of nonlinear potential energy and the total potential energy, temperature dependence of thermal conductivity in the FPU-β model is well explained [37] .
We can directly estimate the mean-free-path of the solitary waves and the interesting thing is that our estimation is the same as the conjecture of the mean-freepath for the effective phonons at the high temperature regime [37] . This indicates the similarity between the solitary waves and the effective phonons at the high temperature regime. The process of our estimation is presented as follows. The large energy scaling of the solitary wave velocity with the energy as v ∝ E 1/4 is well know [2] . Since changing the nonlinear parameter β is equivalent to changing the energy density, we have the scaling of the solitary wave velocity with the nonlinear parameter β, v ∝ β 1/4 . Microscopically, we show in our work that the motion of the solitary wave on the finite FPU-β lattice may give rise to phonon tails. The interaction between the solitary wave and the phonon waves leads to the instability of the solitary wave, especially in the strong chaos regime. The existence of thermal baths on the boundaries, which are usually adopted in studies of thermal conductions of low-dimensional lattices, may drastically enhance the excitations of more phonons and the instability of the solitary wave. According to the exponential decay law of the solitary wave during the final loss of stability, the relaxation time of the solitary wave can be estimated as τ ∝ 1/γ. For the decay rate γ obeys the scaling law γ ∝ β 1/4 in the strong chaos regime, the mean-free-path of the solitary wave can be estimated to be l = vτ ∝ 1.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In conclusion, in this Letter we extensively explored the spatiotemporal propagation behavior of a momentum excitation traveling along the FPU-β lattice with finite size for different nonlinear strengths and different boundary conditions. For a moderate nonlinearity, the solitary wave can coherently propagate along the lattice for a long time and then decays rapidly after this transient due to the final dominance of phonons. The lifetime of the long-transient propagation state is sensitive to the value of the anharmonic parameter β and exhibits a fractal dependence on β for the case of open boundary condition.
The energy of the solitary wave is found to decay exponentially during the final loss of stability, which is an intrinsic property of the lattice independence of the type of boundary conditions and the parameters of the system. The decay rate γ of the solitary wave as the function of β exhibits two different scaling laws, which is consistent with the scenario predicted in the largest Lyapunov exponent of the FPU-β model. Therefore the loss of stability of the solitary wave is a manifestation of dynamical instability of orbits in the Hamiltonian system. We found that the appearance of the hierarchical multiplepeak structure of the lifetime of the long-transient propagation state is in cases of β in the transition regime from weak chaos to strong chaos. Therefore this interesting result can be well explained by the residuals of KAM tori in the phase space of the Hamiltonian system in the parameter regime of β with the moderate stochasticity, which induce the "stickness" effect despite of their instability in high-dimensional Hamiltonian cases. In fact, the multiple-peak of the lifetime is closely related to the structure of these unstable KAM tori in phase space.
To solve the debate about the energy carriers responsible for the heat conduction in the FPU-β lattice, the sound velocity of energy transfer was measured to examine the properties of the energy carriers, by using both nonequilibrium and equilibrium approaches. Nevertheless, the uncertainty of the computational data is too large to distinguish between the two predictions based on soliton theory and effective phonon theory. Our discussion of mean-free-path of the solitary waves may be helpful to understand the origin of anomalous conductivity and the debate about the energy carriers in the FPU-β lattice [2, 27, 31, 32, 38, 39] .
